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Executive Vice President Burton 
Brazil predicted the spring enrollment 
increase was just the beginning 
of a 
slow, steady population climb at SJSU. 




 students is a 
jump of 436 from the figures of a year 
ago, or approximately a 2.32 per cent 
increase. 
The FTE figure, 
derived
 by adding 
all of the credit units taken by the total 
student population 
and then dividing by 
15,  is used by the chancellor's
 office in 
deciding budget allocations to the 
university. 
SJSU met its projected
 FTE figure of 
18,100 this year and will not be 
forced to 
send any of its budget back to the 
chancellor's office, according to Brazil. 
Because of a decline 
in enrollment 
last
 year, SJSU had to pay 
back $638,000 
to the  
chancellor's  office. 
"In my opinion, the 
drop was just a 
fluke. I think we have turned the corner 
now," Brazil 
said.  
Brazil said he believes part-time 
students, those taking fewer than 12 
units, are part of the reason for the 
increase. 
Almost 47 per cent of the students at 
SJSU are part-time,
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semester will probably result in 
only 
three or four new 
faculty  positions, 
according to Dr. John Foote, dean of 
academic planning. 
This 
semester's  FTE increase of 436 
students is a 2.32 per cent increase
 over 
last year's 
spring  semester. 
Even though SJSU 
surpassed its FTE 
requirement 
of
 18,100 by more 
than
 








There  is a chance, 
however,
 of ob-
taining a few faculty
 positions from the 
chancellor's









impact  at all on 
the
 coming year's 





 all our 
faculty
 for the spring,"
 he explained. 
If the university
 is able to meet its 
FTE 
requirement  next 
year,
 however, 
approximately  20 
faculty positions
 will 
be added, according to Foote. 
"We may get more if the chancellor 
sees we need them," Foote added. 
The faculty increase is determined by 
subtracting this year's projected 
enrollment from next 
year's.
 The 
difference in FTE students is then fit 
into a formula of 18.14 students for 
every faculty member to decide the 
final 
increase,  Foote said. 
Additional faculty 
Schools in the California State 
University and College (CSUC) system 
which exceed their FTE estimates are 
not left without some compensation of 
additional faculty, 
according to 
Executive Vice President Burton 
Brazil.  
According to Brazil, an "almost 
automatic" system is set up to 
distribute a few faculty positions "left 
in reserve"  for the schools with in-
creases. 
Foote estimated that 
SJSU  would be 
receiving
 three or four positions
 from 
the chancellor due 
to this reserve. 
Since 
most of the schools in the CSUC 
system exceeded their projected FTE 
enrollment this year, Foote explained, 
SJSU's chances for getting more  than a 








 campus visitor, takes 
advantage  
of March winds. 
The largest FTE increase came in the 
School of Business, where the 
enrollment jumped 233 FTE students 
over last spring's 
figures. 
The school of Humanities and arts 
with an FTE increase of 145 
and  the 
School of Engineering with a 101 in-
crease, were also up in enrollment over 
last year.
 
Dr. George Halverson, dean of the 
School  of Business, said 
he believes his 
school's enrollment increase "reflected 
interest in the students to be somewhat 
more concerned about their future." 
Halverson was hopeful in using the 
increased 
enrollment  as a way to get 
more faculty for his school. 
"Our classes are over -crowded," he 
said. "We have to turn away students 
even our own business majors, because 
there just isn't room." 





Arts,  was 
not 
surprised to see an increase in his 
school, despite the belief of many that 
students are leaving the "liberal arts" 
area for more job-oriented majors. 
"There is an increasing number of 
job opportunities in the humanities and 
arts area," he said. 
"We also emphasise using this area 





 the FTE 
figures mean that the students are only 
taking the courses, 
not necessarily 
majoring it it. 
Dr. Jrmes Roberts, dean of the 
School of Engineering 
called the in-
crease in engineering enrollment 
unusual. 
Roberts' only explanation was that 




 from full classes in 
the fall may be picking them up now. 
The School of Science suffered the 
largest drop in FTE 
student enrollment 
this spring. Science lost 66 students, or 
2.31 per cent, 
in comparison with 
figures of a year ago. 
Dr. Lester Lange, dean of 
the School 
of Science said he believed the loss was 








lo Park has withdrawn
 her contro-
versial proposal
 making merit 
a 
paramount 






Davis,  Ritchie 



















It was a strange sight. Hundreds of 
kids, most between the ages of 9 and 12,. 
walking, skipping and running 
through 
the SJSU campus on Seventh street. 
What was really unusual,
 especailly 
in this day of motorized travel, was that 
they had already trudged 16 miles, and 
that they would go another four before 
they were finished. 
It was the annual March of Dimes 
Walk-A-Thon and nearly 14,000 persons 
had turned out for the event. Each had 
gathered 
sponsors  and pledges for 
every mile he or she walked. The 
March of Dimes may get up to $235,000 
from the Walk-A-Thon. 
The procession started at the county 
fairgrounds with check in points at 









By Tom Tall 
President John Bunzel's appointed 
committee 
on freedom of speech met 
Thursday to consider the first draft of 
its report. 
The 11 -member committee, chaired 
by Dr. Theodore Norton, a professor of 
political science, was appointed last 
semester by Bunzel. 
Bunzel appointed 
the committee after 
becoming concerned with problems on 
other campuses concerning freedom of 
speech, according to Norton. 
The committee is made up of faculty 
members, 
administrators  and a 
student. 
The 14-page report, currently un-
dergoing 
revision, should be presented 
to Bunzel  before the end
 of this 
semester, 
Norton  said. 
Stresses freedom 
The report as 
written deals with 
"disruption as 
a form of censoreship" 
and will 
stress  a commitment to the 
idea




 earlier the committee 
will  deal primarily 































massage  parlors 
and 
their employes









































 be done 
at the 
local 









































 It also 
recognizes
 that every 





 on every 
topic..Thecommittee
 report grants there is 
probably no legal need for a statement 
in opposition to 
censorship because of 
First  Amendment protections, but adds 
that nowhere in the campus policies is 








 quote or sum-
marize many of the rules governing 
freedom of speech 
contained  in 
California State University and 
Colleges Board of 
Trustee regulations, 
state laws and
 campus policies, ac-
cording to the 
report, because they are
 
not collected in any
 single place or 
publication. 
The committee may 
also propose 
policy changes in regard
 to free speech, 
Norton 
said.  Norton declined to 
expand  
on
 any possible changes.
 Any policy 
recommendations
 will be 
sent to the 
Academic
 Senate for 
approval, ac-
cording to Norton. 
The 
committee
 has been 
meeting 
since




















Committee  on 
Freedom
 of Expression 
at Yale is a policy
 and procedure 
document 
designed
 to insure the
 right 
to speak
 and prevent 
"disruptive  in-
terferance." The
 report is being
 con-
sulted
 by the committee. 
Litchfield, 
speaking 




 the Yale 
report  
and














George Wallace were 
interrupted  by 
demonstrators 
while speaking at Yale. 
Jacklin, who also 
spoke before the 
committee, urged
 adoption of a 
rebuttal  
policy, 










speaker's  presentation if 
the policy
 is adopted. 
Pala School, 
Backesto
 Park and SJSU. 




boots to sandals but 
most wore
 tennis shoes, and they held 
up suprisingly well. 
March 
organizers estimated that 80 
per cent of those who 
started finished 
the walk. 
And they were 
having  a good time 
doing it. 
Bill Impey, 11, 
of the Santa Cruz 
Mountains, said he was going on the 
walk, "just for the 
fun of it." He said 
the 




 came from the 
sponsors  of Harry 
Carvalho,
 a Payless 
manager who 
walked  for 86,000. 
Some, or course, couldn't walk the 20-
mile distance. They were 
carried  back 
to the fair grounds in California Army 
National Guard 
"poop-out" trucks. 
Even those who didn't finish had the 
satisfaction of knowing they 
did their 
best. Said one footworn 15-year -old, 
"I'm glad I did it. I think it's a good 
cause."  
English




A task force studying 
writing  skills 
has recommended a rigorous program 
of tests to insure that all graudating 
students would be competent in 
English. 
Graduate student and 
teaching  
credential  candidates would also be 
affected by this plan. 
The proposal of the California State 
University and 




 Skills would 
require all incoming
 freshmen and 
transfer students 




 test would be 
required 
to enroll in remedial in-
struction and would 
not necessarily be 






 the examination would 
earn advanced placement and -or 
credit.  
A second 
test would be given in 
students' junior years. Students not 
passing this 
test
 would not be allowed to 
take senior level 








examination at the 
junior level would 
be required
 to do so before taking nine 




force also recommended 
that the School of 
Education  require 
candidates for
 elementary and 
secondary school 
credentials  to achieve 
scores significantly
 higher than passing 
on the
 test. This proposal would help 
insure that future teachers not only 
read and write at an acceptable level 
but are also able 




The task force recommendations, 
if 
approved by the CSUC Board of 
Trustees
 at its May 
meeting,  would not 
go into effect until fall, 
1977.  
"It's sad to give anyone a bachelor's 
degree who isn't writing good, standard 
English," said Dr. Marion Richards, 
associate chairman of the English 
Department. 
The college ( 
examination)
 board 
scores are down about 10 per cent, she 
said, and it's becoming a national 
problem. This program will give the 
student in his junior year the chance to 
take some remedial courses if he needs 
them and start writing at an 
adequate  
level, 
Richards  said. 
Writing level lower 
"It's  commonly felt among English 
teachers at the college and university 
level 
that the quality of writing has 
dropped," said 
Rex  Burbank, lecturer 
in the English Department. "Incoming 
freshmen are 
not able to write as well 
as they could." 
Faculty 
reaction  to the recom-
mendations are being 
sought,  ac-
cording to 















officials believe Israel has 10 to 20 
nuclear weapons 
"ready
 and available 
for use" and that the Russian space 
program is a 
"shambles,"
 a science 
writer who attended a CIA briefing said 
today. 
Arthur Kranish,
 editor of Science 
Trends, a Washington -based 
newsletter, said Ruusia apparently has 
abandoned
 










headquarters for members of the 
American Institute of Aeronautics and 
Astronautics. 
In 
a brief statement, CIA Director 
George Bush refused to 
comment
 on the 
accuracy of' Kranish's account, but 
said: 
"There
 was a clear 
understanding  
beforehand
 that the discussions were 
private and 




Bush said he would accept 
full 
responsibility for any leaks of classified 
information from the meeting and 
added: "I am determined it will not 
happen
 again." 
Kranish said that the approximately 
150 persons invited to the briefing 
were
 
told in advance not to bring cameras or 
to take notes but that he wrote down his 
recollections 
immediately afterwards. 









































concerning  Black 
History  




with  ignorance, insecurity 
and hostility. The 
labeling
 of Black 
History 
Week
 as a "Black Guilt 
Movement," is a blatant
 misinterpreta-
tion
 of the facts. 
The purpose of Black
 History Week is 
to 
acknowledge
 the sacrifices and 
contributions  that blacks have made 
to 
world civilization in 
general, and to this 
country in particular. Any guilt feelings 
on the part of whites
 as a result of ex-
posure to historical realities of the 
black experience
 in America is self-
induced, and thus an individual's 
personal problem. 
If a white is asinine enough to at-
tribute his or her 
feelings
 of remorse to 
the purpose 
of Black History Week, it 





The fact is that blacks have been, and 
still are, subjected by 
white individuals 
and institutions to racism, oppression, 
dehumanization and 
genocide. It is an 
absurd and racist notion to expect any 
race of people to  passively accept this 
barbarian
 behavior without some form 
of protest. 
According to Ron 
Watkins,  whites are 
on their "trembling knees begging for 
forgiveness,"
 as a response to black 
demands for human rights, dignity and 
justice.  
Indeed, whites are on their knees 
begging for forgiveness, and are 
passionately doing so by an intensifica-
tion of racism as evidenced in South 
Boston and 
Louisville,
 Ky. by the 
Daily
 'plays up' disaster 
Editor:
 
For almost three weeks 1 have picked 
up the Spartan Daily only to find 
editorials  about how unsuccessful 
Black History Week was and how 
much  
money was lost as a 
result
 of it. 
For one whole week your headlines 
shouted nothing but how much was lost 
monetarily. 
In the 
Mar. 11 issue of the Daily, I 
read the views of a "Guiltless Sinner" 
who stated 
that  he was tired of begging 
forgiveness for acts committed
 by his 
progenitors. 
My answer to him is simply
 this: If he 
felt no 
guilt, or had nothing to be 
forgiven for, they why was he making
 
such a conserted effort to do so? 
The "sinner" ( however guiltless 
mentioned that he may be a racist. Are 
you? He seemed to want everyone 
reading the Daily to know that he really 
is. He selected that opportunity
 to 
express his racist 
remarks,  such as his 
comment, 





must  he 
throw terms, such 
as "black radicals'. 
( he should be 
aware  that the term 
usually 
assigned to blacks is 
"militant"),
 and 
mention "busing" in 
his comments? 
About his forefathers:
 I am sure they 
didn't 
fall
 on their knees 
after  
castrating, raping
 or hanging our fore-
fathers, mothers, 
brothers and sisters. 
The 
"genuflexing"  should
 have been 
done then! 
No one is asking 
white America to 
pay for 
what  happened way
 back when 
 but just to be 
aware (and to know)
 
that it 
will never be 
allowed
 to happen 
again.  
I also hope that the 
Daily  is through 
playing up 
what a disaster 
Black  
History  Week was and 
can once again 
settle down to 
more newsworthy items
 
which don't try to 
shoot down or dis-














would  like to devote 
this  letter to the 
discussion of 
two points 
mentioned  in 
John Althoff's letter




First, there is Althoff's theory of "the 
inalienable  rights of students." Specifi-
cally, Althoff
 claims that students have 
a right to 
vote on faculty committees.
 
Student  opinion
 is based on 
a few years 
of 
existence 






  in 
some 






















 on a 
level 
with  the 
relatively
 in-
formed opinions of faculty. The stan-
dards of a profession or a field of study 
should be determined by its craftsmen
 
 
not by its apprentices. 
Secondly, there is the 
matter of 
Althoff's insinuation 
that the Fall, 1974 
appointees to the Econ Department are 
puppets
 of the administration. 
Such a 
charge requires concrete 
evidence; 
otherwise one is 
guilty of a reckless 
disregard
 for others. Can it 
be that 
Althoff's evidence 
consists  of various 
faculty 




known  to occur among 



















the CIA, and 
FBI, and  
finally
  by 













forgiveness,"  I'd 
hate
 to see 
a violent 






















stories  or 
anything  that 
might be 
on your mind.
 Best -read 
letters  
are short










the Daily office 








Friday  or by 
mail.  
The Daily reserves
 the right to 
edit for 
length,
 style or 
libel.  




















Marie  Haddon 
The
 three -semester 
suspension  of Di 
Ben Finney at 




administration  to 
compensate  
Filmy out of his job 
while  maintaining 
their usual "no 
comment"  policy. 
Finney 
was appointed to 
the 
university in 1961 and
 subsequently 
gained tenure 
and was promoted 
to the 














 office admits Finney 
had an 
"unblemished" record at 
SJSU 





semester,  Finney was 
removed  from the counseling center 
and his classes,
 and was stuffed away 
in the 
School of Social Sciences 
to do 
research for the dean,
 James Sawrey. 
Sawrey said 
he
 wasn't sure what type of 
research  Finney was doing, 
however.  
Now, after his 
hibernation,  Finney 
emerges for 
just  enough time to waive 






For keeping his mouth
 shut and 
leaving SJSU, the
 administration 
suspends him without pay for three 
semesters. According to 
the FYI, he 
will 
be allowed to come back to 
the 
university in 1977. 
Granted, Finney probably
 prefers to 
be 
unaccessible  for personal reasons. 
There are also men 
paid  at SJSU to be 




James Noah, head of 
university  
public relations, and John McLain, 
news bureau manager, are 
the two 
most silent professional 
public 
relations men I've ever talked with. 
Noah and McLain 
not only said they 
were unaware of who was 
on
 the Finney 
investigation
 committee, but they 























Finney  such 
as, 
 
'whether  a 




university  or not











professors  here 
at 
SJSU were 





 is an 
individual




but  also had 
a 
private  business. 















who  could 
use  therapy
 of this 
type. 












actions,  he 
kept his 













 a song of candidates; 






Where is the 
fun  in this year's 
presidential campaign? The races of 
yesteryear had sparkle  style. There 
were parades and baby kissings, and 
every candidate had a campaign song 
of 
his  very own. 
Where is the singing in this 
year's  
campaign? The candidates may be a 
little boring, but each of them could find 
a song that 
would  spice up his cam-
paign. 
Democratic front-runner Jimmy 
Carter,  for example, in his $500 suits, 
could built his campaign 
around 
"Thank 
God  I'm a Country Boy." 
What about Sargent Shriver? "Aint 
That a Shame" 






"Dream" is an obvious theme song 
for the campaign of Fred Harris. 
"Shake, Rattle and Roll" would be 
perfect for old shaker George Wallace. 
And campaign
 late -comer 
Jerry 
Brown 
could  use "My Heart Belongs to 
Daddy"  in Latin, of course. 
The Republican
 candidates have 
more choice. 
Ronald  Reagan's 
theme  song could 
be 
"Theme




 "What Kind of Fool 
Am I?" 
And Ford, who has never





 song or "Hail to 
the Chief" (can't you see the girls in 
their red,
 white and blue dresses 
bouncing up and down to that one?. 
As
 for the non -candidates, Hubert 
Humphrey could 
build a campaign 
around "I'm Back in the Saddle 
Again." Or how about the theme from 
"Jaws?" 
And if Kennedy ever ends up in this  
year's race, his campaign song would 
be a cinch to pick: "Why me, Lord?" 
If 
victims  can't 
use mace, 
they may opt
 for a 
gun 
By Steve Forsythe 
In Fremont recently, a woman was 
attacked near her apartment by two 
men. Her name and age are irrelevant 
to this comment, but the events im-
mediately  following the assault are 
certainly not. 
Despite some bruises, the woman 
was spared serious injury when she th-
warted her attackers by using a small 
spray can of mace  the very same 
mace advocated and used by many 
police departments. 
Yet after the police had secured the 
area and made sure the woman was 
alright, they confiscated the can of 
mace, claiming there 
were laws 
making it illegal and 
if they chose to 
they could







Naturally, this has sparked great 
reaction
 against the police and sym-
pathy for the woman. 
This law seems ridiculous in light of 
the alternatives given 
to
 the public. 
There are probably many other 
citizens who carry mace 
and various 
forms of it strictly
 for protection. To 
take this 
one form of counter-attack 
away from the people 
will probably 
generate two
 forms of actions. 
The first group of 
people  will vir-
tually say, 
"Well, if I can't carry 
mace,  
I won't carry anything."
 
Rather than 




 will simply go 
unarmed 
and cases like the
 Fremont woman's 
will end 
tragically rather than 
happily.  
A second group of people who face the 
unavailability of mace, will go to 
stronger 
methods.  
A woman certainly can't fit a base-
ball bat into her purse. Nor can a man 
store anything short of a machete in-
side
 his jacket. 
What fits perfectly into a purse or 
inside a pocket? A revolver. 
The police claim that 
mace  does 
unnecessary bodily harm during the 
course of protecting onself. Yet, in due 
time, muggers may be finding 
bullets  
instead of mace sprayed in their faces. 
As alternatives to mace or guns, the 
police recommend 
pencils,  fingernail 
files or even whistles. But what if the 
person being attacked misses
 on the 
first swing with the smaller weapon? 
Will that person be likely to get a 
second swipe at the mugger? 
The removal of aerosol sprays as a 
genuine means of protection will pre-
cipitate more violence rather than 
prevent it. And more lives will be lost 












 cent of 
students  10 
through 
19




 to die 
than
























 the courts 












been  in a 
coma
 since 









to set a 
precedent.  A 





allow  them 




 die, even 
though there








































per  cent. 
Arguments in favor of turning off the 
machines 
say if there is no hope it 
would serve no purpose to be kept in a 
half
-alive condition. To put a family 
through prolonged emotional  pain is 
unnecessary.  
Another argument again in favor is 
the terrible financial strain 
which  the 
family is forced to incur. With the cost 
of hospital rooms around $100 a day, 
several months 
of bills could put a 




The final and best 
argument  is what 
would 
the patient want done
 if he could 
be asked. It's his life.
 The final decision 























































































By Pam Cronin 
The 
days
 when students 
learn from 





students and faculty are a 
few who now employ the 




















Department  of 
Finance several
 years ago as 
part of the state budget, 
according to 
Pat  Stadel, 
Director





purchased in June of 1975. 
The mini computer was 
purchased
 in July of the 
same year. 
She  estimated the cost of 
the mini -computer at a 
quarter of a million dollars, 
which she said, included a 
discount.
 
Each of the 27 new ter-
minals priced at $1,325. is 
hooked up to the mini-





Students and faculty ask 
the machine many smaller, 
easier problems and
 it is 




terminals on campus. These 
machines are programmed
 
into the main computer 
in 
the Engineering Building. 
When  a question 
becomes 
too difficult for the mini-
computer there
 are eight 
other terminals hooked
-up to 




An average of 104 persons 
can talk to this computer at 
one
 time. 
The policy on the use of the 




The purpose of the system 
is to let students 
know  how to 
use computers, Stadel said. 
Teaching aid 
The computers were 















The administration must 
use the 
BATCH  system to 
fulfill their needs. This 
process involves using cards 
to 
program
 the machine. 
The questions are asked of 
the machines by typing out 





a viewer (screen). 
After a program is typed 
into the 
terminal  and an 








learned to use the 
computer 
through the computer itself. 
Students
 use computers 
The only way a student 
may use a computer to 
complement his studies is 
through an instructor. Each 
instructor  must apply for 
account numbers at the 
center.
 
There are more than 1700 
active accounts, Stadel said. 
The account number is an 
identifying number and 
without it the 
computer will 
not work. 
Initially 19 computers 




Jill Kaping presses buttons during her initial exposure to a computer terminal. 
each 








therefore received a 
large system, according to 
Stadel.  
Because
 of the purchase 
of 
the new terminals
 five times 
Change








Next year if master plans 
are met all computers
 will be 
connected to 
both  the mini-
computer at SJSU and the 
largc machine at Nor-
thridge, Stadel commented. 
19 
This 











machine  at Northridge. This 
means they 
would  not have 
to change systems if 
a 
problem arises that is too 
difficult for 








A move to allow students 




at which their grievances 
are being deliberated failed 




mustered  the necessary two-





Drobot's procedural change 
almost immediately
 after he 





students, the AFC 
in-
vestigates
 student petitions 
alleging unfair 
treatment  or 
grading by 
instructors. 
Two members of the 
AFC  
investigate each
 case and 
bring
 the evidence before the
 
full 
committee.  The com-
mittee 
discusses  the case 
and makes a recom-
mendation to the academic 
vice president, who has final 
authority as to whether the 
student's grade
 should be 
changed. 
At
 present, a 
student 
cannot 
attend  an AFC 
hearing at which his 
case is 
discussed  unless the 
com-
mittee invites him. 
Allowed student attendance 
A student himself, 
Crawford-Drobot's
 proposal 
would have allowed students 
to attend meetings at which 
their cases were being 
discussed. 
It also 
would  have let them 
open their hearings to the 
public, if they 
wished.  
However, students could not 
speak at meetings under the 









A.S. is sponsoring a 
voter registration














 will be 
on 
campus  for about a 
month  
to register 
people  to vote in 
the June primaries. 
The A.S. 
office and the 
Student
 Union information 




Other deputy registrars 
will set 
up
 shop at various 
sites around campus. 






 register again if 
they 








-registration is also 
required if the 
person did not 
vote in the 
last election. 
Students have the 
option to 
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Dr. Robert Romig, 





in the meetings without 
requiring instructors to be 
there also. 
"In the past, we have 
invited both 
parties
 in and 
only one came (to testify), 
and we had a 
bad  scene, 
accomplishing  nothing," 
Romig said.
 Romig in-
troduced the successful 
override of 
Crawford-
Drobot's new procedure. 
Crawfore-Drobot said he 
would bring up the matter 
again, and was 
confident  he 




members voted against him 
only because 
they didn't 
fully understand his 
proposal. 
"I expect this 





 to Richard 
Sensenbrenner, associate 
general  counsel for the 
chancellor, the AFC and 
similar grievance com-





Irish coffee cups! 
Ours alone in 
all the world. Crystal of 
our own design, with handles, and with 
shamrocks (and one 4 -leaf clover, for 
luck) 
For  the most beautiful Irish 
coffee you ever tasted. Or anything 
else that you put in a beautiful cup. 
Set of 6, $17.50. 
Something  Beautiful for 




JEWELERS SINCE 1905 
EASTRIDGE 
MALL.  SAN JOSE 
Capitol  Expressway. Tully 
and Quimby Roads 
Open 
evenings  Mon through







PLAZA,  SANTA 
CLARA  
Filevens  Creek Blvd 
at
 Winchester Blvd 
(On the Emporium 
Ma 
Open
 Thursday evening 
Colleges 














 require a 
student




could be open 
to the public, 
according
 to Sensenbrenner. 
Policy 
variance  
Inquiries made to three 
other state 
universities 















 and seldom 
calls 
either
 side in a 
com-
plaint to testify,























CSC  Sonoma's 
Student Grievance Com-
mittee requires the student 
and instructor involved to be 
present at the 
deliberation  of 
their case, according to Joel 
Nossoff, assistant to 
the dean 
of student affairs. 
Nossoff added no others 
are allowed 
at the hearings. 
Students wishing to file a 
complaint 
with  SJSU's 
Academic Fairness Com-
mittee should call
 277-2262 or 
come 





Lecture Series presents Ko 
Nishimura from 
12 to 1 p.m. 
today in the 
S.U.  Pacheco 
Room. 
Nishimura, an 
engineering administrator at 
IBM, speaks
 on the Asian 







Department  sponsors a free 
seminar by Professor 
George Polya from Stanford 
at 
4 p.m. today in MH 225. 
Polya discusses partitions 
of 
a finite set 
into structured 
subsets. 
I   
MECHA meets from 4 to 7 
p.m. today in the S.U. 
Costanoan Room. 
I.. 
The SJSU Bio Photo Club
 
presents Dr. William 
Ferguson, professor of 
Entomology, at 1:30 p.m. 
today in DH 135. Ferguson 
will discuss, "Equipment, 




The Peer Drop-In Center 
sponsors a Study -Process 
Group in 
Mystic  literature 
from 7 to 8 p.m. today in the 
S.U.
 Diablo Room. 
   
Alcoholics Anonymous 




   
The Comparative Religion 




 the First 
Unitarian 
Church,
 160 N. 
Third
 St. 
   
The 
Baptist Student Union 








Marcia Keller, head of the 
special projects at the San 
Mateo 
Public Library, 




 floor of 
Library 
North.  Keller will 















 hold a 
recruiting
 












Shawn Wong at 
7 p.m. 
tomorrow in DMH





A.S. presents "Portugal: 
An Open Forum," at 
12:30  
tomorrow in the A.S. Council 
Chambers on the S.U. third 
level. The free program 
includes slides and 
discussion of current events. 
    
The Urban Planning 
Coalition meets at 
6:30 
tonight in Building V next to 
the Business Tower. 
ma ma 
The India Association 




The SJSU Meteorology 
Department sponsors a 
discussion on "The Early 
Years of Meteorology in the 
U.S.," at 3 p.m. tomorrow in 
DH 615. 
I   
The Revolutionary Student 
Brigade 
presents
 the film 
"Freedom Railway" at 12:30 
p.m. tomorrow in 
ENG.  132. 
 ma  
The SJSU Geological 
Society presents lecturer 
John O'Rourke at 12:30 p.m. 




"Aspects of Engineering 
Geology." 
 ma 
Professor L. Sklar, 
Anthropology, speaks at the 
Faculty Book Talk at 12:30 
p.m. tomorrow in room A of 
the cafeteria. Sklar will 
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Why TI calculators are 
quick  
and easy to use. 
All TI calrulat,o,












problem  Just as 
vial
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Special (unction Ice)s include square root, 
square, reciprocal, raise a displayed num-
 ber to a power ly'l, raise "e" to a 
power 
logs and natural logs. 
Automatic constant,
 independent mem-
ory, full -floating decimal, and scientific 




$39.97,   














 easily as 
simple arithmetic. Alge-










 common  
and natural 
logarithms  and then 
inverses,  
trigononietric (sin, cos. 
tail)  and hyper-
bolic (sinh, cosh, 
tanhirunctions  and their 
inverses -all in 




 notation. The 
versatile elec. 






























thins,  slope and intercept. Trend
 
analysis.




well  as '20 preprogrammed 
conversions tint' inverses. 
The SR -51A 












in the future, is T1 
calculator 
nut
 only serve you well as 
you work toward 
your degree -...but  will 
stay with you as 
you  pur 
0 
sue your 
career.  See them 
wherever  quality calcula-
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"The police called 
and  
said, 












Parliament  party which 
opposes 
















freedom of the press and 
assuming 
dictatorial 
control of the 
Indian  
government.






 for this month in 
India. 
Warning typical 




 was typical 




Swamy,  who is 
being 
sought for 
arrest  in 
India, 
said the people 



















said,  "She 
has  


















He came at 
the request of 
Indians in this country
 who 
wanted 
someone to tell the 
people 
what's
 happening in 
India, he said. 
Because




















Gandhi's  father, 
are 
censored  because 
the 
words he used





















 Indian press 
uses  
subtle techniques
 to thwart 
the 
censorship  rule, 
he
 
said.  One recent
 headline 
read, 
"People  ask 
prime 
minister to resign"






















 Its double meaning 





Gandhi's rule would not 
last  more than a year. The 




 dissent in Gan-





associated with being a 
member of the 
opposition. 
Swamy has only been able 
to see 
his wife three times 
since last June when the 
state 
of emergency began. 
He said he 
plans  to return 
to 
India in April to help 
with the struggle
 to end 
Gandhi's
 regime. 







 was scheduled for 
this June 
and a million 




"We hope to 
parylize  the 
country 
through
 a series of 
strikes 
which  will make it 
difficult for 
Mrs.
 Gandhi to 
rule," 











By Keith Muraoka 
SJSU's Women's Week 
concluded Friday night with 
two panelists expressing
 
their views in a heated 
debate 
on



























 president of the 
San 
Jose Chapter
 of the National
 
Organization  for 














Marian  Pratt 
Bowdry, News and Public 
Affairs 
Administrator  for 
channel 44 in San 
Francisco,  
tried in 














 ERA needs to 
be ratified 
by 38 states 
by 














for Artistic and Intellectual
 
Freedom in Iran ( 











 will feature 
Reza  Baraheni, a 
former 
Iranian 
political  prisoner, 
poet and literary critic. 
In addition to Baraheni, 
CAIFI will 
also present 





professor at Yale 
University  
and Kay Boyle, author and 
professor at 






protest alleged repression by 
the Shah of Iran in the jailing 
of almost 100,000 political 
prisoners from all walks
 of 
life, including
 4,000 women, 





that the Shah's is a dic-
tatorial  regime and that 
people are 






Here s your 
opportunity to 





college credits This 
incom-
parable
 four day voyage aboard 
ihe 
Sun Princess
 through the 
node passage will depart Van-






discussions  with 
outstanding
 





 DR RICHARD NEVE 





































members  said, 
groups  such 
as the 
CAIFI  must form 
and 



















He is now 
exiled  from Iran, 
and 
members  of the com-
mittee say 
that  he fears for 
his life if he 





a number of 
specific




they say they 
hope will act as 
examples to 




 CAIFI said 
that 
it is the democratic 
right of the citizens
 of Iran to 
be 
able
 to exercise free 
speech and 
freedom
 of the 
press. 
This is what the 
committee is fighting 
for, he 
said. 




 the same speakers 
have 
been disrupted in 
Boston, Berkeley and Austin, 
Texas.
 
According to CAIFI 
members, these disruptions 
have been instigated by the 
Iranian Students Association 
(ISA). 
Members also said 
that 
SANAK, the Iranian secret 
police,
 is also  involved in the 
disruptions  by 
sending 
agents who












tation  to be held here 
Tuesday night, 
a CAIFI 
member  said, "We are 
asking these organizations to 
accept the rights
 of free 
speech and










By Mike Lum 
Dolores Huerta, vice 
president of the 
United  Farm 
Workers (UFW), visited San 
Jose Friday to rally support 
for the special appropriation 
amendment to the 
Agriculture Labor Relations 
Act and to voice
 her 
organization's displeasure 
with the California 
Democrats.  
The agriculture act, 
passed by the state 
legislature in August of 1975, 
allows
 farm workers to hold 
secret ballot elections to 
decide whether they want to 
be unionized.
 
Two other enactments of 
the bill were the creation of 





which would oversee the 
election 
procedures,  and an 









money  has run 
out," said Huerta, "because 
of the unexpectedly large 
number of 
elections  and 
because  a lot of the money 

































Book saves time, 
money 
Meet,  o novel by 
Harold  
Rob 
cans :58 951 
Selo $1.94 
Wheel of Rebirth 
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sI 9  P.M. 
legal fees took up a lot of the 
money, 
and now it's all 
gone." 
The special appropriation 
is asking that an additional
 






 shocked," said 
Huerta, "by Alquist's (Sen. 
Alfred 
E.
 Alquist I attitude 
toward the special amend-
ment. 
"Not only has he refused to 
commit
 himself on how he'll 
vote (At this writing the 
amendment hadn't yet been 
voted
 on. The voting took, 
place 
yesterday.),
 but he's 
even refused to meet with 
our 
members
 to discuss the 
matter." 
The UFW vice president 
also voiced her displeasure 
with Assembly
 Speaker Leo 
T. McCarthy. 
Pressure tactics 
She said the San Francisco 
Democrat has been 
pressuring Bishop Roger 
Mahoney,  chairman of the 
SLRB, to make com-
promises
 in order to obtain 
support for the special ap-
propriation. 
"McCarthy called Bishop 
Mahoney," said Huerta, 
"and tried to get him to 
change the 
law through an 
administrative ruling." 
Two organizers from each 
union are allowed to go into 
the fields
 during lunch time 
to talk to the workers, ac-
cording to Louise 
Music, San 
Jose





 wants to 
reduce
 the number of 
organizers 
that can talk to 
the workers to  one,"
 said 
Music. 
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Free!  
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Speaker I um 
!baton.









































the lack of respect for the 
farm workers
 and Spanish-
speaking persons, both of 
whom "have supported the 
Democrats 
all these years." 
She added that if the 
amendment is 
not passed by 
the 
legislature,  the UFW 
"is 
ready 
to take the issue to the
 




The amendment needs 
votes from 
at least two-
thirds of both the Assembly 






 to the 
Constitution.  



































the  debate 
with































ERA  would 
not solve. 
"The ERA will tie the loop 
around our 
necks,"  said Sch-
mitz. "Girls will be drafted 
just like 
men  into combat 
duty." 
Audience scoffs 
Persons in the audience 
scoffed at Schmitz when she 
said "the right of a wife to be 




Quintero cited regulatory 
agencies that have been set 
up to handle sex 
discrimination as being 
"understaffed  to handle all 
the investigative casses." 
"The ERA 
will raise the 
consciousness of 
the  nation," 
she said. "It would  force 
people to think of 
women  and 
men  as being equal and 
everyone
 would have a 
chance to do what









said, "Wars would 
kill off women, then there 
wouldn't be enough 
women, 
to reproduce
 so there won't 
be any more wars." 
Schmitz and 
Bowles shook 
their heads in silent denial as 
Support given
 
The threat of 
disruption of 
a 










members of the 
Iranian  Students 
Association  
tonight sent 









speakers  right to 
speak by 
authors 
I.F.  Stone, Nat 
Hentoff 
and  Kay Boyle; 
former SJSU Economics 
professor Douglas Dowd; 
A.S. President John Rico; 
and  others, 
according  to 
a CAIFI spokesman. 
See 
other story on this 





Bowles explained that the 
Rockefeller 
Foundation 
supports  the 
ERA. 
"If the foundation that 
owns many 
of the oil com-
panies supports 
the ERA, do 




"Are you being 
misused?  I 
believe we women are being 




Feds  give money 
Bowles 
stated the federal 
government 
has ap-
propriated  $5 million to help 
ratify the state amendment 
of the ERA. 
"Ratification is 
a state 




 is illegal. No 
one 
in
 the federal govern-
ment should have anything 
to do with the ERA." 
In 
the  question 




supporting  their 
arguments.  
"People  who 












man's  creation 
The validity of creation 
and evolution theories will be 
examined by Dr. Duane T. 
Gish at 7 p.m. Thursday in 
Morris Dailey Auditorium. 
Gish, associate director of 
San Diego's Institute for 




 evidence on the 
origin of life is better ex-
plained through man's
 
creation than through his 
evolution. 
A $1 donation will be asked 
at the seminar, sponsored by 























than that of 
the inherent 
properties  of 
matter. 
GREEN BEER 
AT SPARTAN PUB 
HAPPY
 HOUR PRICES 
St. Patrick's Day 
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 students are 
bankers.  Just a few 
of
 the 




ployed  and 
specially
 trained by 
Bank of 
America to 




individual banking problems. 
One  way they 
help  is with the 





















more. All for just $1 
a month,* with no 
service 
charge
 at all during 
June,  July or August. 
Why
 not ask your 
Student
 Rep about the
 College 
Plan.
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California  college 
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formance,  which 
highlighted  
Women's 
Week,  was a 
diverse as the near -capacity 
crowd that
 filled Morris 
Dailey Auditorium. 
Women 
of various ages 
from all over the
 Bay Area 
showed 
up in full 






 music told of 
lesbians, 
single 
women  and 
women  in prison. 
In 
her  opening 
song, 









had  the crowd 





 a fusion 












It was a memorable night 
for the performer,
 who had 
just 
completed
 a concert 
tour  of San 
Diego,  Los 
Angeles,
 Oakland, Santa 










was June Millington who was 
adept at either playing
 
drums on a rocker like 
"Filling 
Up and Spilling 
Over," or sliding into several 
bars of "Sweet Woman" on 
harpsicord.  
Jackie Robbins, also good, 
worked  smoothly with 
Williamson, 
keeping up a 
constant comic dialogue 
while playing 
guitar  during 
"Angel Spread Your Wings." 
Williamson's songs telling 
of relationships between 
women,
 were punctuated by 
shouts of "right on" by 
enthusiastic audience 
members. 
Williamson received a 
standing ovation after the 
three-hour concert and 
returned
 to play "Song of the 
Soul." 
She was joined by two 
friends, singers Holly Near 

















































Gatos'  Old 
Town 
Theatre, slows 




on plot, the 
play is 
long, and the 
C.A.T. 
version seems at 
least as 
long as the war 
itself. 
The actors are partially 
responsible for the pace, for 
their performances almost
 
without exception lack the 
sparkle of the playwrights' 
words.  
Dakin Matthews turns 
his 
role as the hell -raising 
Sergeant Quirt into an 
Archie Bunker imitation. It's 
a good imitation, but an 
imitation nevertheless. 
Kurtwood Smith's Captain 
Flagg is a bag of  hot air, 
swaggering and staggering 
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perfect  as the 
old man 
fighting for 


















rocks  SJ 
Civic
 
By Louise Ransil 
A new Ronnie
 Montrose 
rocked and rolled 
his way 
into the 
San Jose Civic 
Auditorium 










abondonned much of the 
heavy fuzz 
and  echo sound 
effects which became 
his 
style 
trademarks  on his first 





and confirmed that, despite 
the personnel changes in his 
group, the old 
Montrose  fire 
is still burning strong. 
The show was opened by 
Montrose's ex
-lead singer, 
Sammy Hagar. Hagar's 
screaming vocal style which 
was featured on Montrose's 
first two albums, is now the 
focal point of his own new 




With his dramatic onstage 
personality and his new 
album, 
"9 on a 10 Scale", 
Hagar promises to become a 
KQED gives free time 
strong artist on his own. 
Hagar thrilled the  largely 
high school -aged audience 
and was brought back for an 
encore. 
The second act was Cold 
Blood. Bill Graham should 
have his head checked for 
booking a funk -jazz rock 
band between the heavy 
metal rock sounds of 
Hagar 
and 
Montrose. Cold Blood 
made a valiant effort 
to offer 
the best numbers of their 
new album to a 
hostile crowd 





By Therese Beaver 
You want to be television 
star?  
At KQED,
 a San Francisco 
public television station, you 
can have a try
 at it through 
"Open
 Studio Television." 
For two and
 one-half 
years, the OST staff has 
helped individuals and 
groups in the community 
plan, make and broadcast 
their own half-hour shows. 
And the best 
thing  isit's 
free. 
First, a group must submit 
an application. Once the 
group's application for air 
time is accepted, they are 
assigned a producer -director 
who works with them, 
critiquing the script, staging 
the action and offering 
suggestions to get the 
message across. 




lighting and audio equip-
ment and stage sets.
 
The main purpose of Open 
Studio is to serve those 
groups that do not have 
ready access to the media
 
and  therefore are nbt heard 
in 
the  community at large. 
Open Studio gives top 
priority to shows that are of 
basic interest to racial, 
ethnic, economic and 
political  minorities, ac-
cording to 
Daniel
 Del Solar, 
community -media 
resources 
co-ordinator for Open Studio. 
In fact, many of the staff of 




 Del Solar said 
this brings needed un-
derstanding 
and  respon-






public  relations shows 
are low on the 
priority  list," 
said Del Solar. 
The shows
 featured vary 




 shows and public 
affairs 
presentations  are a 
broad outline of 
what  Open 
Studio 
accepts.  
Del Sloar said the 
goal of 
many 








Studio is one 
of four 
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Detroit and do 









 Studio has aired 









according to Del Solar. 
"We
 had older 
people 
demonstrating 
how to do it 
and
 giving the 








"Gardening  in a 
Bag,"  in 




 make a garden in 25 





work,  "Voices," 
won  a 1975 
Emmy  award. 
Also in 1975, "Willie Lobo-
Manchild,"  an original local 






Program Award and the 
Broadcast Media 
Award  of 




As far as ratings,
 Del Solar 
said KQED has received 400 
to 500 favorable 
letters  about 
individual shows. 
During a call -in show 
about
 the CIA put





Action  Group, "We
 had over 
400 phone 
calls  in one 
hour,"  
Del Solar said. 
For March, 
each day of the 




The series title for Mon-
days is 
"Community  





"Perfectly  Clear," 
and Fridays "Our Own 
Image." 
On March 16, 
"Autopsy,"  
an original
 drama of a 
coroner who is confronted 
with performing
 an autopsy 
on his son who has been 




 Li d 





from his first 
album. 
Montrose
 willingly shared 
the 
spotlight
 with his new 
lead vocalist, Bob James. 
James 
energeticly pulled out 
all 
the stops as he 
danced, 
screamed and 
did his best 
Sammy
 Hagar imitation. 
Montrose filled 
most of 
this set with 







credible use of effective 
musical pacing.
 Most heavy 
metal bands play at the 
highest 
possible  level of 
volumne and intensity for 
their entire show, but 
Montrose frequently 
dropped back to low-key 
musical introductions
 and 
then steadily built up to a 
thundering climax. 
During his hour and a half 
set, Montrose ran the whole 
range of his  musical style. 
Alone on 
stage,
 he paused for 
a few moments of in-
trospective, accoustic guitar 
with 
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SAN SAN JOSE 
ART  
PAINT S. WALLPAPER 
87 VALLEY FAIR CENTER 365 
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   
 
You
 save 37% oft the cost 
of a regular round-trip 
ticket.
 There's no lower
 fare available.
 For example, 
you  say, 
S60 between Los 
Angeles  and Denver: 




forsh  between 




new lower fares, 
you  still get many 
of the extras 
that Continental
 is famous for. 





DC -I0 's you'll enjoy 
free filmed 
entertainment,  free 
stereo,  the only 
Coach
 Pub in 
the Sky at no 
extra  cost, and 




spacious  727% you 
get  overhead 
storage.
 fold down 
middle  seats when 
unoccupied. and 
Ire,' stereo. 
nd with Continental it doesn't




 of' money.  All you do 
Is 
make
 your 11,C1 
VII 101, 
and pay for 
your ticket at least 

















That's all there 
is to it. 
To 
takeoff  37% this Spring 
Vacation,
 y out travel agent.
 
out pflnet
 In votIng things
 done. Of 







our tail for 
you. 

























Scott  McNeil, 





























were the prey. 




their  own cage, 
Maples Pavillion, and
 
bagged a 3-2 
victory which 
kept them firmly 
















Around 290 Spartan fans
 
once 
again seemed to 
provide the 
vocal  impetus 









After a Gray Beutzow 
spike was blocked out of 
bounds to give the 
Spartans  
victory in the final match the 
scene 
that  transpired on the 
Spartan side of the 
court 




spiker  Beutzow 
said, "The fans just make 
you push a little harder. I 
thought the fan 
support
 at 
Davis was good, but this was 
unreal."  
The Spartans once again 
had to go the limit of five 
matches before sealing 
victory as they posted scores 
of 10-15, 15-8, 16-14, 5-15 and 
15-9. 
The 5-15 score sticks out 
like a sore thumb, but the 
fourth match once again 
proved
 to be a time when the 
Spartans and their fans 
would
 rather sleep and put 
all the pressure into the final 
match. 
Became  vegetables 
"We
 just seem to become
 









in the fourth 
game SJSU 
pulled them-
selves out of 
the ground and 
drove Stanford into the earth 
in the final match. 
Leading
 7-5 in 
the  fifth 
match 
DiGrazia  drove 
home 
two spikes, 











Beutzow  the 






The Spartans, always 
opting 
for the daring, kept 
their fans sweating
 for a 
short time as Stanford 
scored four 
consecutive 
points before the Spartans 
scored the victory. 
Most exciting 
The most exciting match 
of the evening was the 
third  
one 
when  the Spartans 
nearly made cardiac cases 
out of 
all their fans. 
The Spartans raced 
to an 
early 11-3 lead but the 
Cardinals
 started to attack 
the nets and closed the  gap to 
12-11. 
Shahriar Malakimans' 
spike and a missed spike by 
Stanford 
got  the Spartans to 
within one of victory but the 
Cardinals
 again came back 
and tied the score
 14-14. 






Sign-ups are now 
tieing 
accepted for Intramural 
softball 
leagues  in the 





April  1 with league 
play beginning April 5. 
The Intramural
 softball 
program will consist of four 
leagues, men's fast 
and slow 
pitch,
 somen's slow pitch 
and co-ed slow 
pitch. 
League's will 
begin at 3:30 
and 5:15 p.m. 
A forfeit fee 
must be filed 




the Student Union before 





officials and intramural 
posters are availabli
 
through March 31 in the 
Leisure Services Office. 
NI
































































outs, Stanford spiked the ball 
out
 to give SJSU the
 one  
point lead. 
Victory wasn't easy 
Of course, victory for the 
Spartans wouldn't come the 
easy way as 
Doug  Burns 
missed on an open spike try 
but got back
 the ball for the 
Spartans moments later
 
when he converted on a 
powerful  spike. 
The match ended as a 
Stanford player spiked the 
ball out of bounds.
 
The most consistent 
Spartan 
performer  was 
Malakiman, a transfer 
student  from Iran, who was 
the  dominant force on both 
sides of the net. 
Fancy of the 
crowd 
Malakiman was




everyone of his successful 
spikes or dinks
 he would do a 






The Spartans will try to 
keep 
their perfect record 
intact this Wednesday when 
they travel to Cabrillo for a 7 
p.m. match. 
The Spartans will return 
home March 26 when they 
play Fresno in a 8 p.m. 








 6-0, in 
action  
against























































team looked like a tur-
bocharged













 on three wheels. 
Despite  the 










































































unfortunate  adversity 
seemed 






marks  fell all day. 
Shotput
 record 
In the shotput Spartan 
Ron 
Semkiw 
captured  first place 
and in the process 
captured 
the school
 record while 




 was held by 
Richard 
Marks  who threw 
the shot 63-10',2 in 1969. 
On the heels 
of
 Sernkiw 
was teammate Mike Weeks 
who 
placed second while 




another field event Bill 
Stengel set 
his lifetime best 
in the 
javalin with a throw of 
223-8
 while 
capturing  first 
place. 

















Spartan  judo 
team
 is going to 
have to 
work a lot 
harder 
come
 this April 3 
to retain its 
national title. 
Last
 Si,nday in 
Daly  City 
at the Senior 
AAU Cham-
pionships,
 only one judoka 









Sumida,  a 
two-time
 
winner in the 
tournament.  
Sumida, a 
sophomore,  was 
the only 
one  who had 
full
 
control  of his 
matches 
throughout 





was  Alan 
Brown.
 







Nakasone  ended 
up with 
the third place spot. 
Excellent tournament
 





said.  "Just 





























took  second while 
recently promoted black belt 
Leonard Urso 
placed  third. 
Urso defeated national 
champion Pat 
Fitzimmons  
from UC Berkeley for the 
third place position. 
In the 205 weight contest, 
NCAA Champ Brewster 
Thompson, had trouble in the 
tournament as he did not 
place.
 Thompson refused to 
comment on his showing.
 
However
 head coach Yosh 
Uchida said, "Thompson lost 
on very narrow 
margins.  




 if he wants 
to try out for the Olympic 
team,"  the coach said. 
In the 
heavyweight  




 is going 
to be 
a lot harder at the 
Collegiates," 
Uchida said. 
"It's going to be tough this 




 Those who 




 to try -out for 
the  Olympic team." 
The 
NCAA  judo cham-
pionships











Winning for the third time 
in a week, 
the  Spartan tennis 
team handed the University 
of Nevada -Reno a 
9-0  defeat, 
Friday on the South Campus 
courts. 
The netters had previously 
beaten 
California,  6-3 on 
Tuesday



















No. 1 player led the
 
sweep with a 6-3,


















































The Spartans host West 
Valley College today at 2 




The  Vikings of West Valley 
offer the best team in the 
history


















That's rutin  pest OM' ell 1 ,11111111li'd to 
liberty
 
should be reading thus ad.
 Could it be you? 
We're the Young libertarian Alliancethe college al-






every  major 
campus.  
and we need a coordinator right here.
 
Are you 
qualified for the job? The VIA coordinator
 
numt he se inns roe  W110., 
dedicated  to achieving a free 
sot iety threingh political action.
 
He
 she will he re-
speinsible
 leer establishing a VIA chapter. 
organizing 
nwetings.
 rallies and 








 less than 
five 
years  old, 
is now 
organized
 in all 50 
states.  (her platform 
calls for a 
strict 
respect





eign policy, and 













 an and Demo-
cratic  Parties 






 goal is the 
perpetuation 



























 it takes 
to be a 11A
 co-
ordinate  
Nally  la call 
us



















One  final 












 And the salan,t Is zilch.
 But 




























University and like the No. 1 
ranked basketball
 team, the 
judo team is also nationally 
ranked. 
Last year the Hoosier 
finished third while SJSU 
took first. 
Dan Kikichi, fighting in-
dependent, won the open 
division but later dislocated 
his knee competing in the 
Grand Champion match, 
which decides the overall 
tournament champion. 
He was taken to San 
Jose 
Hospital and Uchida said it 




Spartans as he won both the 
100 and 220 
yard
 dashes in 
10.4 
and  21.1. 
Jim*Wyatt  had a lifetime 
best of 51.7 in the in-
termediate hurdles 
(meters) 
and Tom Malvino was 
another lifetime
 breaker 





Gruber played the iron man 
role for the Spartans, it was 
the 
second  week in a row he 
broke his personal mark in 
the mile with a first place
 
time
 of 4:03 and placed 











"The guys on the track did 
a great job, the
 injuries hurt, 
but its all part of the game," 
said Spartan coach Ernie 
Bullard. 
"With what we had on the 










performances of their own as 
Willie Banks won both the 
long jump 
and triple jump 
with 24.8 and 53.8 respec-
tively and Brad Niederhause 
blitzed for 50.6 in the in-
termediate hurdles. 
I























































AT 8:30 P.M. 




Tickets Available at... 
SAN JOSE BOX OFFICE 
MASS/  
912 TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE, S.J., 246-1160 















































































Wayne  Uhlir beats both the ball and 
tag











By Sue Trevarthen 
So far the SJSU JV 
baseball team has manged to 
hold its opponents to 19 
scoreless innings on the way 
to a season record of 4-0. 
After beating the 
University of San Francisco 
20-4




came  back and 
defeated the Dons again 9-0 




played  good, 
clean, defensive ball, 
allowing no runs and 
making  
only three
 total errors in 
both games. 
Raushot  homers 
Spartan pitcher Doug 
Graef pitched a two
-hitter  in 
the 
first  game and teammate 
Mark Raushot
 contributed 
with a home run that cleared 
the 375 -foot leftfield fence 
with
 ease. 
Gary Alcarez started the 
scoring in the first game for 
the Spartans in the 
first 
inning by singling and 
stealing 
second.
 Two batters 























-Star  meet." 
The 
Spartan 






















 fencers took 
four of 
the top five 
spots.  
Hurley took













Bleamaster  of 
CSU Fullerton 




 Western team 
champions and 





center leftfield, driving 
Alcarez in from second. 
Picone was driven in by 
Raushot's towering homer. 
Raushot, Al Sever and 
Bruce Ankeny all scored in 
the 
fourth on a series of 
singles and base -on -balls to 
bring the score
 up to 6-0. 
Ground -rule double 
The following inning 
Picone reached first after 
being hit and advanced to 
third on Raushot's ground -
rule double. Both men scored 
on Ankeny's single to left -
field making the score 8-0. 
The Spartans added a final
 
run in the fifth. 
Doug Reiton pitched a 
four -hitter and totaled three 
strikeouts to notch 
the win in 
the second game. 
A lot of the hitting
 in the 
first 
game
 wasn't done by 
the 
batters but rather by 
balls hitting the batters. A 
total
 of five men were hit on 
various parts of 
the 
anatomy. 
Tnings started in the third 
inning of the first game when 
SJSU catcher Wayne Ublir 
was hit on the arm. 
Moments later the Dons' 
shortstop was 
hit in the face 
on a pitch from Graef and 
had to leave
 the game. Two 
more Spartans reached base 
after 
being hit by the USF 
pitcher and in 




 was hit on 
the left 
cheek












Sam  Piraro said 
Uhlir was removed 
"mainly  
to give
 him some rest. 
He's 
been catching 
for  us all year 
and Zanotto 
can handle the 
pitchers real well. I'm pretty 
confident he 
can do okay in 
any  position we put 
him  in 
but it's nice 
to know he's 
there
 to back up Uhlir."
 
Piraro 
is pleased with the
 
way
 his team has 
been 
performing lately











coming  off of 
his slump. 
We have real 
depth now because 
the guys 
are 
having  to compete 
for 
spots. If they 





gone," said Picaro. 
At 3:15 
p.m. today the 
Spartans 









At 1:30 p.m. 
Thursday on 
the  Spartan 








 send Reiton 
and Ken 
Orpitelli
 to the 
mound 

















































































One  ad 
may
 be used 
per ride. 
nik, 





 - 11 
P.M.  
FORMULA

































 defense and a lot
 of 
home run power








Hayward,  9-6, Friday,
 and 
swept a 
twin -bill from CSU 
Humboldt, 11-3 and 5-0, 
Saturday at PA!. 
Stadium. 
Leading the way for the 
Spartans was left fielder 
Glen Williams, who clouted 
four 
home
 runs in two days, 
driving in 
seven  runs. 
Williams, who now leads 
the squad with five homers, 
gave most of the 
credit  to 
PAL 
Stadium,
 "A lot of it is 
the park. This is a hitters 
park with the 
good  hiting 
backgrouind. All you have to 
do is just reach out and get a 
good piece of the bat on it." 
Williams expressed some 
surpise at hitting four homer 
runs
 but said, "When you get 
it going, they seem to come 
in bunches." 
Quillici homers 
Catcher Dave Quillici, 
filling in for the injured Bill 
Espino, hit a dramatic tenth 
inning  three run homer to 









homers in the 






 in the first
 inning 
with two 
runs  off 
SJSU
 
starter  Pat 
O'Brien.  An 












lead to 4-0 in the second 
inning. First baseman  
Jerry 
Krisman tripled in a run and 
scored on a 
double  by left -
fielder Mike Hayden. 
SJSU started its comeback 
drive in the 
sixth inning with 
Williams driving in two 
runs  
with a homer after Rich 
Guardino walked. Center 
fielder Bill Adamson then 
doubled and scored on a 





Trading, 4-3, the Spartans 
tallied three times
 in the 
seventh inning on two home 
runs. 
After a walk to right 
fielder 
Jim  Hemeon, second 
baseman Guar -dim homered 
to 
left.  Williams then 



















































six runs on 
seven 
hits 
while  walking 
four  and 















16 runs and 18 
hits.
 





had  11 hits 
with 
starter Kirk





 walking two 
and 




 took a 1-
0 
lead on a 
second 
inning  
homer  by John 
Souza.  
SJSU scored 
once in the 
bottom to the  second
 inning 
with 
Williams  coming across 
on a single by 
Adamson.  
A perfect drag bunt down 
the third base
 line by 
Hemeon, who then stole 
second, ignited a two run 
rally in the third inning. 
Shortstop John Guzman 
drove in Hemeon with 
a 
single
 and later 
scored






one  in the 
Fifth
 and 








In the fifth inning first 
baseman 
Jay Peryam 
homered to left field after 
Williams had 
walked.  
Leading, 5-3, the 
Spartans  
broke the game open 
with six 




 continued his 
torrid hitting with a three
 
run homer
 to left and Quillici 
drove in three more with a 
bases loaded triple. 
In the second game 
newcomer Steve Friar and 
Randy Raphael combined 
for





connected  for a 
solo clout in the second in-
ning. 
Adamson  also drove in 
a run with a sacrifice fly. 
Guardino smacked a two
 
run homer
 for the Spartans 
in the third inning after
 
Guzman had singled 
giving  
SJSU a 4-0 lead. 
Guardino accounted for 
the last score in 
the fifth 
inning 
doubling in Guzman, 
who 
had walked. 
Coach Gene Menges, said 
jokingly of the SJSU three 
game win streak, "We may 
have




















































Students  office or 371. 
6811 
Free magazine
-Truth  of Life 
(positive thinking) magazine. 293-





ANNOUNCES  new 
hours! Mon.  Toes, wed. Thurs. 
11AM 
8PM,
 Fri. 11AM 8PM 
without  
band. With band
 Iii 12:00 AM. 
Reduced prices during happy hours, 
4.6 daily; 5 cents off glass,
 25 cents 
off pitcher The Spartan
 Pub- home 
Of 
the 12 oz draught. edibles, 
notables, 
potables,
 peanuts! Hours 
for the Great Savory Soup, Salad 
and Sandwich






















eludes the full 




prints of your 
choice,  a gold and 
White "Our Wedding" album,
 a 
complete
 set of color slides, and
 
BRIDE 
KEEPS ALL NEGATIVES 
There is 
no extra charge for 
photography anywhere
 in Northern 
California.
 and no time
 limits. 
Additional retouched






 any time 
With
 So 










Make  an 
OP 
pointment to see our samples -then 
decide.
 A complete line 
of wedding 
invitations
 and accessories are 
available









flowers  Open 
every
 evening 
until 10 pm. 
For  FREE BRIDAL 
PACKET 







every Thurs. 8 p.m
 at the Women's 
Center.  20 to 50 gay men 
use their 
common bond to 
learn,  laugh, talk 













 137 Escobar 
Ave. Phone 
356-42413,  Los Gatos. 
The 
Peer -Drop-1n Center





can discuss personal 
problems. hassles, 
relationships,  or 
lust
 
come  in and talk. We do 
not do 
"therapy"










 and more. 
Diablo Room in 
5 U 10 4 M P. 






























Brody Th 4 
































party  Or 
funeral?
 Let us 
photograph
 


























































































































tune  up. 
hoot end 
rapair






Shredded Foam Rubber 




ScalesStales-Scales all kinds 













 I BODEGA OF 
SPAIN. 1040 N 41h, 2957430  
Mazda '72 Ric 3 Won, ex cOnd, 4 spd, lo 
mi, 




HP 15 Calculator, incds 2 inst boOks 
and
 adaptor. purchased 10-75, 0140, 
265 1647 
Nordic. Astral Slalom ski boots. Size 
S.
 good condition.
 560. 27741456. 
68 1600 BMW
-Good  condition, new 
carpet rebuilt cog











Kawasaki ' 4. G S. 100. Enduro, street, 
and 
trail:  like new; 
rack.  trunk,  and 
lots of other extras:
 $4000fter. 265 
9195  
For Slae. Materials for Photo 1. used 




 AT ALL LEVELS 
Foreign P. 
Domestic  Teachers. Box 
1063. VancOuver,
 Wash. 98660. 
- - 
-----














Gish  Rd 998 1554. 
PART-TIME
 JOB 












plus  free rent 
on




 6 7 pm
 
Mon




































Aft  . Summers 
Must  have 
retail
 8. cycling





















2p rn. al 
407  E 
Santa Clara St . 
near 
























- - - 
--
DRIVER 
needed  to drive 
Datsun 1200 
to East Coast 
at  end 01 March
 
Call  
Nina 295 314 
- - - 
Earn 
525.00




























Babysitter  needed. 
two
 evenings, 4 5 
Cry
 a week, I child 
2979105
 
Earn  0250.00. Possible from stuffing 
1000 envelopes
 work at home, own 
hours. Many companyies need your 
service For information; 
rush S2.00 
and Self addressed 
stamped
 en 





FOR KIDS in in need 
of 
families willing to 
provide
 homes for 
children 







assistance  and 
training  in behaviOr 
modification  to Our families 





parents and alternate lifestyles 
acceptable







 female Spanish 
speaking native. 736 1824 evenings.
 
PRIVATE 
ROOMfor  girl 
Full




 campus: $75 






mu 11. up 
4605
 






bdrrn  w private
 
bath 
Furn, quiet M F cpl, up  
div, 








males  on 
ly Clean and 




 6(750 6th St 







 from 75.mo., 






rio Bldg., ROM 65 m0 , shared. 99 
rnO, pot. Kit
 priv Ph 279 9035 or 
2781760. 
- - 
 - - 
Large
 I 
bdrin  apts. blk SJSU 5160 
Clean quiet. 










Share a 2 











 Call Patty. 
786 
7404: 6 P 













paid  After 7 p 
rn. 293 7696. 
One  bedroom 
furnished 
apt.  540 5 
11th 




parking.  bike storage. 
793 1263 or 
736 
0701 
Girl to rent 
furnished,
 clean, quiet 
room blk from 
campus  Refrig in 





Apartments for Rent 
Quiet,
 irge, turn, 
studios
 and 1 br w w 














Studio,  all 011 pd, 
$117 
50
 per month plus deposit,
 near 
SJSU Call 
288 6356 evenings 





with  Same 
Cali 
after
 6 00 358 1161 
Private





grad student No dela Nice 
apt Call
 265 1647 for interview 5170 
Gracious .  
dully remodeled 
home, sof blOckS from campus. 
three
 hr.
 rumpus room. den. 
beautiful

















schools. shopping. bus Singles OK' 
5350 No fee agent. 247 3330,
 747 6477. 
Studio,  small 
kitchen,
 595. room,  






Lost Oil Campus, 
'odes
 gold signet 
ring.
 1924 PH5. 
Finder  please 
phone  
769 9413 after 4 p m 
Dog Lost  F, blk
 Lab 
Pointer  Rew 
$10. 
Red  & White 
collars.
 Answers to 
Bounce  Please
 call 2 





 A student operated,
 
student
 oriented backpacking  base 
is now open Jackets, parkas, 
vests 
and most other outdoor 
Paraphenalia
 at prices geared for 
student pocket books Located 
around
 the corner from Peanuts 
at 
755 
7th  St in the rear 998 1921. T 
Th I prn ,Wa. Sal 





















accepting  students Call 326 9255 
To cam)   lye Jewish survival 
doctrine of 
Zionism  as racism,  
is a 
travesty  








 perfect man for me 
I love 
yOu  
Little  Girl 
- 
Wit   Needed for
 collision of Irg 
truck and green VW on 7th and 
William  on 3776 at 4 
p.m Call 
Phyllis 
al 2641114  
--- - 
Debbie) I'm sorry for 
last  night. It was 
a 
slip  




Ic schnoi  from 
Santa Cruz 
MYVF




7 10 Or 













11687  San Vicente Blvd No 4. 
L A. California 90049 TEL 1713) 
876 5669. 826 0955 
EUROPE PALMA de MAJORCA . 






ilv AMERICA STUDENT 
D EURAIL AND BRITRAIL 
PASSE%  WORK ABROAD HOS 
TEl CARDS TRANSATLANTIC 
SHIPS 
STUDENT  TOURS 
WITHIN
 
EUROPE INTER EUROPEAN 

















/la N Santa 
Cruz
 
No 314, LOS 
Gatos  Ca 95030 
LOW COST CHARTER FLIGHTS TO 
LONDON. PARIS,  AMSTERDAM 
FRANKFURT, ZURICH,
 GLAS 
GOW. DUBLIN, SHANNON, BRUS-
SELS. MADRID, AND
 HONG 
KONG STILL SEATS TO LONDON 
JUNE 18 FOR 76 DAYS 0439, RI 
SEP 2nd BRITISH EUROPEAN 
TRAVEL,  937 SARATOGA 
AVE.  
SAN JOSE. CA 95129, 
TEL  446 5252 
services 
SECS -594
 Education and 
COun 
seling
 Services Need help with 
sex 
, problems?





 free sex counseling 
services  on 
campus 
for all students, gay, 
straight, or bisexuals.
 Call 277.2966 
or 









 will bring you 
personal service





arrangements  will 
create  a 
splendid 
look for your wedding You 




our invitations, custom veils,  
and
 other 
wedding items Order one 
or all A 
special
 gift with your 
floral 
order Call 
Lou's Flowers for in 
formation














 call Sandi 2940106
 eves 









500  ial service Term 
loaners.





 75 cents per page 
and up Fast accurate 
reasonable  
262 1923 




Nan  267 3119 Short 
Notice 
From loose sheet originals. Self Serve 
IBM copies w free sorting  between 
96 pm. available at. KOP1 
SYSTEMS. 322 E. Santa Clara 
St (1 
blk from campus) 294.01000r leave 
your work









MARRIED?  Discount 
flowers
 
































 Call for tree 
estimate  Ph 
















Mr free estimate 
 4536. 
after
 6 p m 
CA.,. F.Zik QUALITY USED BOOKS 
 F 
ode
 Bookstore 98 
 .... 
',note%


















One Two Three Four Frye tional 
day days days days days day 
3 






4 lines 2 00 1 50 2 75
 7 90 
3 00 35 
5 
lines  2 
50 
3 00 3 25 
3 40 
3 50 35 
6 
lines 
3 (X) 3 50 









50 50 50 
50 
50 
Minimum Three Lines One Day
 
























 MONEY ORDER 
















SPARTAN DAIL Y CLASSIFIED 
SAN 
JOSE
 ST ATE UNIVERSITY 
SAN
 
JOE. CAI IFORNIA 
95114 
Enclosed is S 
Fin

















































appear  as 
an expert
 witness 
































































 to the group's
 
charge of coercion
 of the 
media 
by PG&E. 





his  past 
work in the 
media  field, 
which 
includes  activity 
with 
an area -wide














Jacklin  has just 
begun  his 
research and
 thus had no 
conclusive comments 
on it. 
















form  of  propaganda 
in our society." 
Ratepayers'  funds 
Project 
Survival,  a 
proponent of Proposition 15, 
the 
statewide




accused the public utility of 
misuse of ratepayers'
 funds 
for political purposes and 
coercion of 
the  media. 
Proposition 15, which will 
be on the June 8 election 
ballot, 
would  limit 
the 
building
 of nuclear power 
plants until specified 
safeguards are met. 
"Ratepayers'  money is 
being spent on a political 
campaign," said Hays. 
'Even a PUC 
Public 
Utilities Commission) 
commissioner is upset." 
The plaintiffs, in a 
release 
to the press, have alleged 
that the power company is 
financing a political cam -
Dr. Phillip Jacklin 
paign 




initiative.  Hays 
pointed to 






























can only be 
used for 










 that the 











 he said. 
"There  isn't a 
subject












In regard to balance, 
Clarke responded,
 "They 
want us to say plutonium 
kills. That's like saying 
the 
water 





PG&E is also accused in 
the release of exaggerating 
the energy
 crisis through 
such advertising
 and 
brochures, devoting "huge 
amounts of employe time," 
and making ''substantial 
contributions" to proponents 
of nuclear power, all in an 
effort to defeat Proposition 
15. 
"When we say 
we
 need 
more energy, what used to 
be considered an educational 
service is suddenly thought 
to be a political service," 
Clarke
 said. 
The claim of coercion 
arose primarily 
from
 a Bay 






















































The notes also warned 
newspapers
 not to "fall into 
the same trap" and face loss 





"Would you construe that 
as coercion?"
 asked Hays. 





Clarke denied any PG&E: 
threats to the media, saying 
that Hays' charges were 
"patently false." He neither 
confirmed nor denied the 
existence
 of the notes. 
"There is no coercion and 
no 
intimidation,"  said 
Clarke. "In no way do we use 
advertising to influence any 
content of discussion on any 
issue in any medium." 
Project 
Survival  is asking 




money spent on 
promoting nuclear power" 
since 1974. 
It's also 
requesting that PG&E be 
enjoined 
from 
discrimination  in placing 
advertising and suggesting 
such discrimination
 will be 
practiced. 
Rebate rejected 




"preposterous" and warned 
Jacklin's student assistants 
that efforts to help the en-
vironmental group may be 
useless.  
The suit will be heard by 
the PUC at the commission's 
building at 350 
McAllister,  
San Francisco, on 










 Learning," is 
the title of a 
film completed 





Department. The film is 
narrated 
by Peter Collins 
of 
the Foreign Language 
Department. 
The film depicts a novel 
teaching method developed 
by
 Dr. Asher, who says those 
who have used it are 
"hooked." 
the 
technique have described it 
as a "turned
-on approach 
that really gets you into 
language."
 
Asher has been exploring 
the problem 
of language 
acquisition for the past 15 
years and chose to use the 
film media to 
better com-
municate to people what this 
method is all about.
 
Instead 
of reciting words 
and sentences from 
a book, 
Dr. Asher has
 developed a 
technique 














 see others 




The film has been 
requested by eight colleges 
across the U.S. and Canada. 
Dr. Asher is now in 
the 
process of completing 
another film using the 
technique 
with  grammar 
school children. The film is 









































Office, San Jose Box
 








 of San 
Jose, 
which  provides 
free 
food to hungry 
people  in 
downtown





to maintain its 
operation.  
U.F.O.
 was formed 
two 





 San Jose chur-
ches. It has been
 in "steady" 
operation
 for a year 
and a 
halt, act.ording
 to Bruin 
James, board 
member  of 
U.F.O 
Because the 
shortage  of 
money,  food and volunteers, 
U.F.O. has only one 
outlet.  It 
operates
 from the First 




average  of 125 persons 
a day. James said, come to 




 tortillas and 
fruit juices to those in 
need.  
James said that many 
alcoholics and 
transients 
take advantage of the cen-
ter's services. 
For needy families 
who 
cannot afford to buy food, for 
an entire month, the center 
provides food boxes. U.F.O. 
can provide only a three-day 
food supply for
 a needy 
family due to limited food on 
hand, said James 
James said that only 14 

























tist, St. Joseph's, St. Paul's 

















 office at 292-3019,
 
the
 center at 
























































































































































 $10 if you pay 
in full, $5 if 
you 














and  wedding rings
 
